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After passing Bisbee, the renegades continued into
Mexico and soon were again quite safe in their favorite
res_ort amid the fastnesses of the Sierra Madre Mountains.
The annual report of the Secretary of War for 1886
- which includes the reports of Generals Sheridan,· Crook,
Miles, and others - presents the official record of many
exceedingly interesting details of the military operations
against the_ Apache hostiles during the period covered by
that report, the most vital of which are set forth in the
following paragraphs - reduced to their lowest terms.
The band of Chiricahua "prisoners" who "escaped"
from the reservation on May 17, 1885, consisted of fortytwo men and ninety-four women and children. · As soon
as it was known that this desperate band were again on
the war-path, General Crook ordered "no less than twenty
troops of cavalry and more than one-hundred Indian scouts"
into the field, and these "were moved· in every direction
either to intercept or follow the trails of the hostiles." But
with the exception of· "a slight skirmish with their rear
•
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guard" in which three soldiers were wounded, "the hostiles
were ;,not even caught sight of by the troops, and -·crossed
into Mexico on June lOth."
For the purpose of preventing raids into American
territory, General Crook "placed a troop of cavalry and
a detachment of Indian scouts at every water-hole along
the border from the Patagonia · mountains to the Rio
Grande, with orders to patrol the country between camps,
and a second line of reserve troops were stationed at convenient points along the railroad." About 3,000 regular
troops were employed in these operation. A telegram from
Washington under date of June 9th "authorized the enlistment of 200 additional Indian scouts."
During the summer two battalions of Indian scouts,
one under Captain Crawford and one under Lieutenant
Davis, were operating in Mexico. These came in contact
with the hostiles on June 23rd, July 13th, and September
22nd, and these three engagements resulted in the killing
of one squaw, two boys, and one of the Indian scouts, and
the capture of thirty women and children.
In the latter part of November, 1885, Lieutenant General Sheridan proceeded from Washington to Fort Bowie,
Arizona, where he held a conference with General Crook.
Another conspicuous event occurring in November is recorded in General Crook's report as follows:
"The raid of the party of eleven Indians who succeeded in eluding the troops on the line and went up into
New Mexico by the Lake Palomas trail early in November
is mentioned as showing the dangers and difficulties to
be contended against from small parties. During the period of about four weeks this band traveled prabably not
less than 1200 miles, killed thirty-eight people, captured
and wore out probably 250 head of stock, and, though twice
dismounted, succeeded in crossing back into Mexico with
the loss of but one, who was killed by friendly Indians,
whose camp they attacked near Fort Apache."
A startling statement, indeed, and the fact that Gero-
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nimo was not with this raiding party .proves what has
often been alleged, that the followers of the noted renegade
included several desperate characters who were far more
cunning, daring, and dangerous than the wily leader, himself.
We need not doubt that General Crook was now doing·
his utmost to recapture his former "prisoners of war,"
but we cannot forget the ugly fact that the General permitted those desperate "prisoners" to retain their arms
and supplied them with rations at an unguarded camp
within the limits of the reservation until it suited their
mood to "escape" to the war-path, and. that his brief but
thrilling tale of the "The Raid of the Bloody Eleven," with
a record of thirty-eight murders, was a direct sequence
of the fact that his so called '"prisoners of war" were not
prisoners at all, but were, under his protection, resting
and eq-uipping themselves for the desperate deeds of the
blood-red trail, some of which the irony of fate has permitted him to record.
Through an international agreement .the Mexican
troops co-operated with the American forces in hunting
down the hostiles, the general plan being to keep the renegades continually on the move and thus eventually wear
them out. Among the officers detailed for this campaign
was Captain Emmet Crawford, who, through an asserted
blunder, was shot by Mexican troops on January 11, 1886,
and died from his wounds at Nacozari a week later.
At this time it .was reported that the hostiles were
"dispirited and worn out" by pursuit, and that they had
sent a squaw to Captain Crawford the day before he was
shot, proposing a conference. After the skirmish in which
Captain Crawford was mortally wounded, Lieutenant Maus
assumed command of the battalion of scouts and within·
a day or two arranged for a meeting with Geronimo and
Nah-chee. At that meeting Geronimo promised Lieutenant
Maus that he would meet General Crook "near the boundary
line in about two moons." The l_ocality agreed upon for
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this meeting was about. twenty-five miles south of the line
and known as· "El Canon de los Embudos."
The purpose of the proposed meeting between General
Crook and Geronimo was toarrange terms ofsurrender, and
this appointment for a meeting, apparently, operated as
an armistice. The domineering renegade had .stipulated
that. General Crook must come to this meeting unaccompanied by soldiers, and that he, himself, would arrive at
the trysting place "in about two moons." Geronimo did
not hurry. The period o£ the armistice afforded opportunity for rest and recuperation; therefore he extended
the period and "allowed seventy days to elapse" before he
appeared at the point agreed upon- on March 25th. General Crook and Lieutenant Maus with his battalion of Indian scouts had been impatiently awaiting his arrival.
General Crook says the hostiles "were encamped_ on
a rocky hill surrounded on all sides by ravines and canons,"
that "they were in superb physical condition, armed to the
teeth-with all the ammunition they could carry," and that
in manner they were "suspicious, independent and selfreliant." He further states that "Lieutenant Maus with
his battalion of scouts was camped on lower ground, separated by a deep, rugged canon from their position, and
distant five or six hundred yards. The hostiles refused to
allow any nearer approach:" that "Geronimo told his people
to keep their guns in their hands and be ready to shoot at
a moment's notice:" that the slightest suspicious circumstance "would be the signal for firing to begin; that they
would kill all they could, and scatter in the mountains."
Again "Crook had run himself into a perilous situation" -----~, quite similar to that of 1883. Lieutenant Maus
had eighty Indian scouts in his battalion, while the liosti]es
numbered thirty-five- including Geronimo and Nah-chee,
- all desperate characters in a defiant mood. General
Crook says the situation was similar to that in which General Canby lost his life at the hands of the Modocs. He
realized the hazards of the undertaking, and, while we may
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be skeptical as to the wisdom of the General's methods in
dealing with renegades, his dauntless courage compels our
admiration.
General Crook says he demanded an unconditional
surrender, while the hostiles insisted that they be allowed
to return to .the reservation on the status existing before
they left. A compromise was finally proposed which provided that the hostiles "should be sent east for not exceeding two years, taking with them such of their families as
they desired." The renegades became impatient - threatening to abandon the conference and resume hostilities.
General Sheridan's report states that "he (Crook) was
obliged to decide quickly," and in these circumstances he
accepted their surrender under the terms of the compromise
proposal.
But this was another "verbal surrender" in which none
were disarmed, or even placed under guard. Once more
this bunch of ruthless Chiricahua marauders had consented
to be designated as "prisoners of war" - provided only
that all were allowed to retain their arms and their freedom. Let us read· General Crook's pathetic picture of his
humiliating situa:tion as recorded on page 153 of his annual report. The general says:
"Even after they surrendered to me they did not cease
their vigilance. They kept mounted men on watch, and even
after the march northward began the hostiles scattered
over the country in parties of two or three. At night they
camped in the same way, and, had I desired, it would have
been an absolute impossibility to have seized more than
half-a-dozen of them."
It will be noted that, notwithstanding the fact that
these Indians had "surrendered" to General Crook, he still
refers to them as "hostiles" - which, in fact, they were.
Finally it was agreed that Geronimo and his band should
accompany the battalion of scouts under Lieutenant Maus
to Fort Bowie, and the march commenced on the morning
of March 28th and proceeded uritil the night of the 29th
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without special incident - except the alleged activities of
some "bootleggers" from Tombstone. "On the night of the
29th," General Crook tells us, "the hostiles were apparently
sober, and no trouble was indicated, but during the night
Geronimo and Nah-chee with eighteen men, fourteen
women, and two boys escaped" and stampeded to the hills.
Lieutenant Maus immediately pursued, but without success.
The remainder of the "prisoners" continued to Fort
Bowie, having been joined en route by two of the men who
had fled with Geronimo. The actual surrender of these
Indians occurred upon their arrival at Fort Bowie, where
they were disarmed and placed under guard, and on April
7th all of these prisoners left Fort Bowie for Fort Marion,
Florida. This party consisted of fifteen men, thirty-three
women, and twenty-nine children-a total of seventy-seven,
and included the two wives and three children of Geronimo
and the family of Nah-chee, as well as Chihuahua and his
brother J osanie, who led "The Raid of the Bloody Eleven"
during November and December, 1885, and who were reputed to be among the ablest and most dangerous of the
Chiricahua renegades.
Although Geronimo and Nah-chee with eighteen other
renegades were still at large, General Crook's final campaign against the hostile Apaches was not devoid of most
beneficial results. He had demonstrated to these defiant
marauders that it was the determined purpose of the United
States to pursue them relentlessly and ultimately to destroy
them - unless they capitulated. This fact, together with
the removal of the families to Florida - particularly those
of Geronimo and Nah-chee - caused a psychological reaction in the minds of the renegades which made it comparatively easy, six months later, for General Miles to
persuade Geronimo and Nah-chee to consent to join their
exiled families in Florida.
Although the "terms of surrender" had been accepted
by General Crook at El Cafio;n de los Embudos on March
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26th, this information did notreach theauthorities at Washington until March 30th, Immediately, General Sheridan
took the matter up with President Cleveland, and later on
the same date (March 30, 1886) General Sheridan telegraphed GenerafCrook that "the President could not assent to the surrender of the hostiles on a basis of two
years' imprisonment in the East and then a return to the
Arizona reservation.''
Meantime Geronimo and Nah-chee with eighteen men
had returned to the war-path, and, after due consideration, it wasdecided that the remainder of the hostiles who
had surrendered to General Crook, and who were disarmed.
lind placed under proper guard upon their arrival at Fort
Bowie, on April 2nd, should be sent on: to Fort Marion, and
they left Fort Bowie on April 7th as before stated.
It appears that at this time a difference of opinion
arose between General Sheridan and General Crook as to
the efficiency of the Indian scouts, and it is not improbable
that General Crook was somewhat depressed because of
the failure of his efforts to "manage the Apaches in his
own way.'' Be that as it may, General Crook, at his own
request, was relieved of the command of the Department
of Arizona and was succeeded by General Nelson A. Miles,
who arrived at Fort Bowie the latter part of April, 1886.
Referring to the achievement of his predecessor, General Miles says: "General Crook had for years been trying to subjugate them (the hostiles) and bring them under control.'' ·The new commander ignored the fact that
. the citizens of Tucson had tendered a banquet to General
Crook in honor of his capture of Geronimo in 1883. Four
years later, there was a spirited controversy in the eastern
press between these two veteren Indian fighters in which
each commented on his rival's campaign against Geronimo in caustic fashion.
At th~ time General Miles assumed command in Arizona the latter part of April, 1886, the hostiles then at
large numbered twenty-three. Geronlimo and Nah-chee
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had eighteen men with them, and Mangus, who had separ_ated from Geronimo in August, 1885, had two men With
him. But General Crook states that at this time the whereabouts of Mangus and his followers were not known, and
there was "no evidence that his band had had any part in
the recent outrages." Therefore it may be said that the
host'iles numbered only twenty, for it was the party under
Geronimo a11d Nah-chee who were the potent factors in
the campaign, and who lent zest and action to the operations in the field.
,General Miles fell heir to the 3000 troops and 300 Indian scouts recently · commanded by General Crook, and
immediately he started another "drive" against this band
of twenty valient warriors who were defying the armies
of the United States and Mexico. The General announced
that his plan of campaign would be that of "constantly
pursuing" and "finally wearing them down," - which was
quite the same method that had been employed by General Crook. Captain W. H. Lawton, a resolute, brave officer, was placed in command of the troops that were to
take up the pursuit of the Indians south of the Mexican
border. Captain Lawton started this pursuit in l\'Iay, 1886,
with thirty-five cavalry, twenty infantry, twenty Apache
scouts, two pack trains, three lieutenants, and Surgeon
Leonard Wood. The pack trains were capable of carrying
two months' rations.
Early in his report General Miles emphasizes the
deadly character of his foe by calling attention to the fact that "during the year the hostile Indians had killed 140
persons." Obviously his troops continued to guard every
water-hole and mountain pass and Indian trail north of
the Mexican line, and to this arrangement he added detachments from the Signal Service who were "stationed
on the highest peaks and prominent lookouts" for the purpose of flashing messages to the various camps giving information relative to the movements of the hostiles. His
plan of pursuit was that of a relay race on the part of the
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troops, and his general orders announced that, ."commanding officers are expected to continue a pursuit until capture, or until assured a fresh command is on the trail."
The effectiveness of the "relay race" plan was speedily
given an acid test, for General Miles tells us that after
committing some depredations in Mexico, "the hostiles
swept northward, and on April 27th invaded our territory,
passing down the Santa Cruz valley, stealing stock· and
killing a few citizens." Captain Lebo was quickly on the
trail, and after a pursuit of 200 miles, he attacked the
renegades in the Pinito mountains, Sonora, with the result that Corporal Scott was wounded. The trail of the
retreating hostiles was soon taken up by Lieutenant Benson, who pursued "south and west." Their trail was again
taken up by Captain Lebo's command, and later by Captain
Lawton, and finally the hostiles were intercepted by the
command under Captain Hatfield "which had been placed
east of Santa Cruz, Sonora," for that purpose. An engagement followed in which twenty horses were captured.
But the report tells us that "unfortunately, while passing
west in a canyon, embarrassed with the captured horses,"
the hostiles attacked the command and killed one soldier.
Thereupon Lieutenant Brown "pursued easterly with good
effect" - whatever that may mean. The hostiles then
separated into two parties.
Thus far the "relay race plan" had succeeded in reducing the number of the hostiles opposing .them to nineteen, for the report tells us that during the fight with
Captain Hatfield one of the renegades, who had been slightly wounded, became separated from the main party and
fled north to Fort Apache (250 miles) where he surrendered on June 28th. Just how nineteen were divided
between the two parties is not stated, but the activities
of the troops were doubled for the reason that now th~re
were t~vo relay races in progress simultaneously.
One of these small bands moved "north through the
Dragoon mountains" pursued by Lieutenants Brett, Hunt,
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Read, Freeman, Watson, Hughes, Shipp, Dean, Ruthers,
and Captain Norvell - and "when near Fort Apache all
of the horses then in the hands of the raiding party were
captured by Captain Morrison." The Indians then turned
south and the pursuit was continued "by troops under
Captain Smith, · Captain Doane, Lieutenant Wilder and
others." "They finally recrossed the Mexican boTdeT."
The other band was "followed west" by Lieutenant
Brown and Captain Lawton and "north" by Captain Wood,
Lieutenant Davis, CaptainLebo, and LieutenantClark to the
Catalina mountains, where the hostiles were attacked by a
company of citizens led by Marano Samaniego and "Bob"
Leatherwood (my former neighbors at Tucson), who succeeded in recovering a boy who had been captured by the
Indians. The band was then ''pressed south" by Captain
Lebo, LieQtenant Da:vis, Captain Lawton, and Lieutenant
Bigelow, and "finally intercepted" in the Patagonia mountains by Lieutenant Walsh, where they suffered the loss
of "equipment and stock." They were then pursued by
Captain Lawton and Captain Mac Adams "into Sonora for
the second time."
,
Commenting on the results achieved in these strenuous
relay races, General Miles makes the folowing gracious
comment: "These movements occurred in the districts
commanded by Colonels Royal, Shafter, Wade, and Mills,
who made excellent disposition of their troops." Which
is a genteel way of admitting that this "excellent disposition" of the troops failed to dispose of a single hostile
- unless we must except the wounded warrior who, for
forty-five days, wandered alone through their lines and
around their camps and finally surrendered at Fort Apache,
after having traveled an air-line distance of 250 miles.
With all of the nineteen hostiles once more in Mexico
the relay races north of the line were at an end, and General Miles tells us that he took advantage of this period
of "temporary peace" to make a personal investigation rei-
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ative to the Apache "prisoners of war" interned at Fort
Apache.
The reader will recall that I "discovered" Geronimo
at Apache Pass in June, 1876, where, for nearly four years,
he had been drawing rations with the Chiricahuas under
Cochise (later under Tah-zay and Nah-chee), and that in
April, 1877, I arrested and shackled Geronimo at Ojo
Caliente, New Mexico, where he was "visiting'' and drawing rations with the Warm Springs (Mescalero) Apaches
under Victorio, and that I removed the Chiricahua and
Warm Springs Indians to San Carlos and assigned them
adjoining locations in the Gila valley. This record is recalled for the purpose of impressing three facts, viz: that
a close friendship existed between the Indians under
Cochise, Victorio, and Geronimo; that often these bands
were allies on the war-path, and that in subsequent campaigns against the Apache hostiles for nearly a decade
the renegades were recruited from those three bands, as
witness such names as Victorio, Geronimo, Nah-chee, Chihuahua, Nana, Chatto, Josanie, Loco, and others.
When I retired from the official direction of affairs
at San Carlos there were approximately 5000 Indians on
taht reservation. In the reports of subsequent "outbreaks" the public has been allowed to infer that the entire mass of 5000 Indians were involved. The truth is less
spectacular. Not more than ten per cent of the total were
even related to the hostiles, and that percentage was represented by the Chiricahuas and the Warm Springs- about
500. And I am justified in saying that out of that 500 less
than ten per cent would prove actively insubordinate, and
that whether this number of defiant disturbers of the
peace totaled twenty, or thirty, or forty, or fifty - these
easily could have been controled, suppressed, imprisoned,
or killed by the San Carlos Apache Police under sympathtic,
wise, and firm direction.
General Crook, recognizing the fact that the renegades
came from the ranks of the Chiricahua and \\/arm Springs
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Indians, had removed those bands from the Gila ·valley
to Fort Apache where they were being detained as prisoners
of war under the supervision of the commanding officer
of that post.
Colonel Wade was then in command at Fort Apache.
On May 3rd, General Miles had a conference with Colonel
Wade at Fort Thomas relative to the situation at Fort
Apache. As a result of that conference General Miles
directed Colonel Wade "to exert his utmost energ·y to bring
those Indians under control." The situation as reported did
not look good to the commanding general, and so on July
1st, taking advantage of the "temporary peace," General
Miles made a personal visit to Fort Apache, and the appalling details of the astounding conditions which he found
prevailing among the Chiricahuas and Warm Springs are
set forth in his annual report as follows:
"I found over 400 men, women and children, and a
more turbulent, dissipated body of Indians I have never
met.
Some of them, chiefly women, were industrious,
but most of their earnings went for trifles and 'tiswin'
drunks. Riots and bloodshed were not infrequent. These
Indians were on paper prisoners of war, but they had never
been disarmed or dismounted, and the stillness of the nights
was often broken by the discharge of rifles and pistols
in their savage orgies. The indolent and vicious young
men and boys were just the material to furnish warriors
for the future, and these people, although fed and clothed
by the government, had been conspiring against its authority. They had been in communication with the hostiles,
and some of them had been plotting an extensive outbreak."
Hello? Hello? Yes, that was General Miles, himself,
speaking officially as the Commander of the Department
of Arizona. What a fierce arraignment of General Crook's
methods of dealing with insolent, turbulent, and defiant
renegades and "prisoners of war - on paper!" And it is
. obvious that Colonel Wade would be able to extract for
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himself a mere minimum of satisfaction~ or less- from
this report.
Fort Apache was within the limits of .the San Carlos
reservation, and since 1883, General Crook, or "the officer
authorized to .act under him," had been "entrusted with
the entire police control. of all the Indians" on that reservation; with "the control of all p"risoners," and the duty of
"keeping the peace, administering justice, punishing refractory Indians," and "preventing the Indians from leaving" the reservation. In these circumstances it is im. possible to explain -.much less justify - the deplorable
conditions reported existing at Fort Apache on July 1,
1886. It further developed that some of those "prisoners
of war" had "committed scores of murders," and that "war-'
rants for their arrests were awaiting" service, and that
. the culprits were thus being sheltered "from the just and
legal action of the civil courts."
On July 1, 1886, the garrison at Fort Apache consisted
of three troops of cavalry and two companies of infantry,
and in order to enable Colonel Wade to bring his defiant
renegade prisoners of war "under control," General Miles
immediately ordered one troop of cavalry from San Carlos,
two troops from Fort Thomas, and one troop from Alma,
N. M., to proceed to Fort Apache, thus giving Colonel Wade
a force of seven troop of cavalry and two companies of
infantry. With this considerable force Colonel Wade was
. eventually able to bring his aggregation of well armed, well
mounted, dru:qken, riotous, insolent star desperados and
murderers - his prisoners of war - "under control."
About two months later, on the recommendation of
General Miles and the approval of the authorities at Washington, Colonel Wade rounded up the entire population of
this renegade-breeding-and-supply-camp - a total of 381
men, women, and children - and escorted them to Florida,
leaving Fort Apache on September 7th and arriving at
Fort Marion on September 20, 1886.
16
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During this period, Captain F. E. Pierce was in command at San Carlos, and" in charge of the civil administration of the agency by special order of the President." If this
supreme military control of the San Carlos reservation from
1883 until 1886 had been efficiently and effectively administered in the matter of ''keeping the peace, administering justice, and punishing refractory Indians," and if
their pampered "prisoners of war on paper" had been dismounted and disarmed and securely guarded, and those
. "principals" who were known to have "committed scores
of murders" and for whom "warrants of arrest were awaiting," had been speedily delivered over to "the just and legal
·action of the civil courts" - if these very plain but very
important duties had been performed with an even justice
to all.- then it would not have been necessary to exile the
Chiricahua and Warm Springs Apaches to Florida. But
in view of the deplorable situation dh;;closed by the visit of
General Miles to Fort Apache on July 1, 1886, he, doubtless,
felt that exile would prove the speediest and surest remedy.
Transported to Florida, their reign of inso~ence, terror,
·rapine, and murder would be forever at an end. Simple
justice to the citizens of the territory as well as to the
great mass of orderly Apaches on the reservation demanded
some heroic action- and General Miles met that demand.
Mexico was the scene of the final activities in this campaign. General Miles says that "in the encounters with
the troops, the Indians were always defeated, but.made good
their escape." The term "defeated" seems a bit indefinite in this connection, but the admission that the hostiles
always "made good their escape" is a splendid compliment
to the "defeated nineteen" when we remember that they
were fighting about 3000 soldiers and 300 Indian scouts
of the American army, and an unknown number of Mexican troops.
The wounded warrior who fled north after the Hatfield fight arrived at Fort Apache June 28th - just in
time to inform General Miles that the hostiles were "in an
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exhausted condition when he left." The General at once
sent this Indian, in charge of Lieutenant Gatewood, back
into Mexico for the purpose of getting in touch with the
hostiles and, if possible, inducing them to surrender. In
the meantime, the troops operating in Mexico were doing
their utmost to keep the renegades. on the move with the
purpose of further ''wearing them out." Soon after his
arrival in Mexico, Lieutenant Gatewood succeeded in communicating with Geronimo, and, incidentally, it may be
stated that Lieutenant Gatewood deserved far more credit
for his services in this campaign then ever was accorded
. him. Finally Geronimo came into Captain Lawton's camp
the latter part of August, and it was then arranged that
a confe1:ence should be held with General Miles at the mouth
of Skeleton Canyon, near the international line and about
65 miles from Fort Bowie.
It appears that about this time the matter of the dis•
position pf the' Apache renegades was again under consideration by the highest authorities at Washington, for, on
August 23, 1886, President Cleveland sent the following
comment to the Secretary of War: "I hope nothing will
be done with Geronimo which wilr prevent our treating
him as prisoner of war, if we cannot hang him, which I
would much prefer."
These word~ of caution indicate that President Cleveland had reason to fear that General Miles, in his great
anxiety to effect the surrender of the hostiles, would offer
them terms most inconsistent with. their cri~es.
The agreement to meet General Miles operated as
another armistice. Some ti,me was consumed in communicating with the General and determining details. Then,
as the report tells us, "for eleven days, Captain Lawton's
command moved north, Geronimo's and Nah-chee's camp
moving parallel and frequently camping near it." In this
independent fashion the troops and the hostiles reached
the meeting point agreed upon. General Miles arrived in
Captain Lawton's camp at the mouth of Skeleton Canyon
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on September 3, 1886, and the records shows that the renegades "surrendered" to him on the following day.
In his "Memoirs" published in the '·Cosmopolitan,"
General Miles says: "G~ronimo sent word to Lawton that
he would surrender to the highest authority. I went down
to Skeleton Canyon; near the Mexican line, and there met
Captain Lawton's command with the Indians camped a
short distance away.
Geronimo came to me and asked
what disposition would be made of him in case he surrendered. He said if they were all to be killed he might as well
die fighting. He was told that he must surrender as a
prisoner of war; that WE DID NOT KILL OUR PRISONERS, and that their future would depend upon the
orders of the President at Washington."
On this subject Colonel McClintock states in his history (page 264) that "General Miles made no concessions
except that the Indians should be joined by their families,"
and that "after the theoretical surrender Nah-chee and
Geronimo kept their arms and started independently for
the border."
It must be admitted that my good friend, Colonel McClintock, recorded a mouthful, as the saying goes, in those
two brief sentences. They furnish abundant food for reflection. Once more these renegade "prisoners of war"
retained their arms and started "independently" for the
border. Furthermore, the concession noted by Arizona's
historian was, probably, the "only final" concession made
by General Miles at that time, for, assuredly, he had already
included far more important concessions in his "terms of
surrender."
Did not General Miles assure these renegades that if
they would consent to surrender to him and go to Florida
their lives would be spared; that all of their crimes - that
long, black record of pillage and murder - would be condoned, and that the "Great White Father at Washington"
would protect them and provide for them throughout the
remainder of their lives-? Did not the Great White Father
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at Washington subsequently acquiesce in all the terms and
concessions made to these renegades at this time by General Miles (with a single exception), and faithfully observe
the sarp.e - even to this day? Does not this "treaty of
peace" with this band of desperate Apache criminals sta,nd
out as the one conspicuous example wherein our great
American government has literally kept faith with the Indians?
·
In his book, Geronimo's Story of his Life, the renegade says that General Miles promised him that he should
join his family at Fort Marion in four or five days; that
he would given lands and houses and horses and cattle and
implements, and that he, himself, would not have to work
as long as he lived. Naturally, Geronimo protested that
his confinement, at hard labor, at Fort Pickens for several
months before he Was allowed to join his family, was a
flagrant violation of his· terms of surrender. Granting
·this to be true, it must be admitted that the extraordinary
privileges and emoluments subsequently granted him
throughout the two decades he was detained as a prisoner
of war, abundantly offset any physical fatigue or mental
anguish he may have suffered during his brief exile at
Fort Pickens.
The press agents had rendered heroic service to the
military throughout the campaign by their graphic descriptions of the hardships endured by the troops and the des-·
perate character of their savage foes, and General -Miles
sought to make the final scene in the sorry drama the most
spectacular event of his military career by broadcasting
the impression that he had succeeded in crushing the ferocious monster, Geronimo, and had forced him and his desperate band to an UNCONDITIONAL SURRENDER.
At that time Major General 0. 0. Howard was in command of the Division of the Pacific, which included the
Department of Arizona. In these circumstances it was the
duty of .General Miles to report to General Howard, his
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immediate superior officer. He also reported to Lieutenant
General Sheridan at Washington.
In his report dated from the Presidio, September 24,
1886, General Howard says: "I believed at first from official reports that the surrender was unconditional, except that the troops themselves would not kill ·the hostiles."
. . .. "Now 'the conditions are plain; that the lives of all
the Indians should be spared, and that they should be sent
to Fort Marion, Florida, where the tribe, including their
families, had already been ordered." From the foregoing
it is obvious that General Howard had no thought of any .
"terms," other than an unconditional surrender, and that,
for a time, he was misled by official reports into believing
that such were the terms agreed upon.
The Secretary of War in his annual report ( page 13)
states that advices of the surrendered reached the President
and other authorities at Washington oil September 7th,
"and from information received on that date the surrender·
was supposed to be unconditional." Immediately, "the
President ordered that all the hostiles be kept safely as
prisoners until they could be tried for their crimes." Two
days later (September 9th) the authorities at Washington
were startled by the information that, contrary to the
President's orders, the Indians "were already en-route to
Florida." At once, by direction of the President, General
Sheridan telegraphed instructions to "stop the prisoners
at San Antonio, Texas, and hold them securely until further
.m·ders."
General Miles purposely allowed a dazzling aurora of
the spectacular to obscure the facts in connection with the
final terms of capitulation granted by him to this little
band of nineteen "worn out," but "defiant," Apache renegades under the leadership of Geronimo and Nah-chee, and
this willing dimming of the truth may be rated as another
unpardonable sin.
Immediately preceding the final surrender of Geronimo, General Miles' startling psychology in dealing with
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Indian criminals was clearly recorded by himself in connection with the history of the "Lucky Thirteen," - a
delegation consisting of ten men and three women of the
Chiricahua and Warm Sptings Apaches from Fort Apache
- who were permitted to visit Washington in response
to General Miles' telegraphic plea of "strong military reasons." "This delegation contained some of the most dangerous of the Chiricahuas." They were under the charge
of Captain Dorst, and were promised safe conduct to Washington and return. The purpose was to arrange for the
removal of those bands at Fort Apache to some point outside of Arizona. The mission failed and the delegation
was ordered back to Fort Apache.' To this General Miles
protested vigorously, and succeeded in having the Indians
detained at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas, notwithstanding
the promise that they should return to Arizona. In defending his protest the general said: "They were independent and defiant, and their return to the mountains
about Fort Apache would have been worse than the letting
loose of that number of wild beasts."
With the "Lucky Thirteen" thus safely interned in
Kansas, General Miles arranged a conference with Captain
Dorst at Albuquerque, New Mexico, at which he directed
the captain to "return to Fort Leavenworth and inform
those Indians "that they could be friendly treaty Indians, or
individuals; that they could conform to the wishes of the
government, and consent to a peaceable removal (of their
entire bands) from these territories, or they could return
and be held responsible for their crimes. As the principals
had committed scores of murders, and warrants for their
arrest were awaiting them, and they could not expect the
military to shelter them from the just and legal action of
.the civil courts, the effect of this plain talk was the absolute
submission of the Indians. They agreed to go to any place.
I might designate, there to wait until such time as the government should provide them with a permanent reservation,
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and funds, domestic stock and utensils, by which they could
become self-sustaining."
One of our ablest statesman recently remarked that
"when we are in a position to compel, we do not demand,"
and inasmuch as this bunch of "worse-than-wild-beasts"
desperados, who "had committed scores of murders," were
then bona fide prisoners - disarmed and interned at the
Kansas fort ----, the threats and promises made to them by
General Miles appear to be without justification. And yet,
in his "plain talk" he warned them that unless they agreed
to consider themselves as "friendly treaty Indians" and ac-.
cepted from the government the many good things he promised them,- THEY WOULD BE HANGED FOR THEIR
CRIMES. It is not remarkable that the result was "absolute submission" on the part of the Indians.
Obviously, the "scores of murders" had been committed
by "the principals" a considerabl.e time prior to their departure for the visit to Washington at government expense
and under military protection, ·and, in view of this fact,
the startling question arises - unbidden - : How long
and to what degree had these "on paper prisoners of war"
been sheltered by the milita1·y at Fort ·Apache "from the
just and legal action of the civil courts?"
General Crook sent the leaders of the "Bloody Eleven"
to Florida in April, and now, after having headed the
"Lucky Thirteen" in the same direction, General Miles devoted himself to the task of formulating acceptable terms
of capitulation with the "Elusive Nineteen."
The hostiles had not 1nade any overtures of surrender,
but when General Miles was informed that they were in
an exhausted condition he sent Lieutenant Gatewood on
a trek of 250 or 300 miles from Fort Apache to seek out
the 'renegade camp in Mexico and induce the Indians to
capitulate. Not being "in a position to compel," he "demanded" an unconditional surrender. Lieutenant Gatew'ood found the hostiles and delivered his ultimatum. The
Indians replied that they ·would surrender only on the same
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terms granted them by General Crook - all of which meant
that they would be allowed to retain their arms and their
liberty and to return to the reservation without penalty of
any sort. A few days later Captain Lawton repeated the
same demand- to the hostiles and received the same reply
from them. About two weeks later the final conference
was at Skeleton Canyon, where Geronimo told General
Miles very plainly that unless they were granted satisfactory terms they would "die fighting."
Unfortunately, General Miles has not left us a true
copy of the terms he· offered to the hostiles assembled at
Skeleton Canyon, but the known facts, together with the
"terms" which he directed Captain Dorst to offer to the
"Bloody Eleven," justifies the assumption that he addressed
the "Elusive Nineteen" substantially as follows: "The
United States is a great and powerful nation. Our troops
and those of Mexico have pursued you relentlessly, and if
you persist on the war-path the pursuit will also persist,
and sooner or later you will all be destroyed. You know
this will happen. · Although you have eluded these troops
for months, you know that your small band of only nineteen cannot successfully oppose the armies of two nations
for an indefinite period. You have already endured many
hardships, and you live in a state of perpetual fear and
danger, and this situation will continue to grow worse as
long as you follow the war-path. You know that the families of Geronimo and Nah-chee and some of the rest of you
have been at Fort Marion, Florida, since last April, where
they are well cared for, and I have just ordered Colonel
Wade to remove all of your relatives and friends - about
400 - from Fort Apache to Fort Marion. Thus you see
that nearly 500 of your relatives and friends - all Chiricahua and Warm Springs Apaches- will be at Fort Marion
within a very short time, where they will be protected and
provided for but none will ever be able to join your band,
or give you any assistance. I cannot take you back to the
San Carlos reservation, but I can take you to Fort Marion
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where you will be re-united with your families and friends.
I am, sure _you believe that I have spoken the truth, and
that my words have sounded good in your ears, and that
they have already caused a friendly feeling in your hearts
- so that now all of you are in a mood to listen without
suspicion to the terms I am about to offer you. Captain
Lawton and Lieutenant Gatewood and I, as you know, are
officers in the United States Army. We speak the truth.
We are honorable men. We do not kill our prisoners. Therefore listen to my last words with good ears and friendly
hearts, for these are the terms I offer you. That you shall
·surrender to me here and now as friendly treaty lnclians;
that you shall consent to go at once to join your families
and friends at Fort Marion - about four or five days'
travel from Bowie station- there to wait until such time
as the government shall provide you with a permanent
reservation, and funds, domestic stock, and utensils by
which you may become self-supporting."
This sort or a persuasive and convincing talk would
be a proper argument to be .advanced by one who assumed
the moral right to transform Indian criminals - multimurd.er~rs, into friendly treaty· Indians by a mere flash
of some mystic power with which his sinuous psychology
had augmented his official authority as Department Commander.
In fact, it does not appear that General Miles was inclined to be any more rude in his treatment of the renegades than General Crook had been. Nevertheless, he finally succeeded in persuading this motley band of worn-out
and hungry Apaches to consent to leave Arizona, and . when they were ready to board the train - to surrender
their arms, inasmuch as they were going to a country where
they would have no use for such offensive and defensive
weapons.
However, in any comparison of this nature we must not
overlook the fact that General Crook actually led a campaign into Mexico in person, while General Miles peJ,"IDitted

NAH-CHEE, SON OF COCHISE
Nah-chee was the Hereditary Chief of the Chiricahua
Apaches. Taken in March, 1886
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Captain Lawton and his command to do all the hard work,
reserving for himself the hazardous tasks of making concessions to the renegades, and later - accepting the gold
sword.
Concerning the personalities of Geronimo and Nahchee General Miles says:
There seldom appeared a more ruthless marauder
than Geronimo. He had the most determined face and
piercing eye that I have ever seen. Natchez (Nah-chee)
was the hereditary chief of the Apaches, a tall, slender
young warrior, whose dignity and grace of movement would
become any prince.
Geronimo and those taken with him entrained at Bowie
Station, about fifteen miles northwest from Apache Pass.
At San Antonio, Texas, this party was halted and removed
to Fort Sam Houston, where they were detained for about
six weeks, a time during which General Miles was kept very
busy explaining his "terms of surrender" to the higher
authorities at Washington - and the said high authorities
were equally busy endeavoring to decide what they were
going to do about it.
And now let us read another thrilling chapter which
is recorded on pages 13 and 14 of the annual report of the
Honorable Secretary of War as follows:
"The terms and conditions attending this surrender
were such that Geronimo and those of his band who had
committed murders and acts of violence in Arizona and
New Mexico could not properly be handed over to the civil
authorities for punishment, as was intended by the PTesident, and therefore, on the 19th day of October, orders
were issued, by direction of the President, that Geronimo
and the fourteen Apache adult Indians captured with him,
should be sent from San Antonio, Texas, under proper
guard, to Fort Pickens, Florida, there to be kept in close
custody until further orders."
"The Indians had been guilty of the worst crimes
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known to the law, committed under circumstances of great
atrocity, and the public safety required that they should be
r~moved far from the scenes of their depredations and
guarded with the strictest vigilance."
Can you beat it? Who sheltered these criminals from
the just and legal action of the civil courts? And do you
recall the situation at Fort Apache as disclosed by General
Miles? There were those "principals" who had "committed
Scores of murders," masquerading as prisoners of war under the protection of the military, but absolutely out of
control, fully armed, well mounted, dissipated, turbulent,
indulging in savage, mid-night orgies, riot and bloodshed,
conspiring against the authority of the government, and ·
free at any moment to pounce upon the unprotected citizens
of Arizona._ Such was the situation at Fort Apache on
July 1, 1886. The following October, when the last of the
renegades had been interned at· Fort Pickens, Florida, then
"the public safety" demanded that they should be guarded
with the strictest vigilence." Can you beat it?
Geronimo and N ah-chee and the thirteen other hostiles
who were included in the final surrender reached Fort
Pickens, Florida, October 26, 1886, and the eleven women
and children belonging to this party arrived at Fort Marion
the same date. Mangus with two men and eight women
:lnd children surrendered at Fort Apache about the middle of October. The eight women and children were sent
to Fort Marion, and Mangus and one man reached Fort
Pickens on November 6th, - the other man having died
enroute.
The official records show that on November 30, 1886,
there were 448 men, women, and children belonging to
the Chiricahua and Warm Springs bands detained as
prisoners of 'war at Fort Marion. Seventeen men were
confined at Fort Pickens, and ·forty-four children were at
the Carlisle Indian School.
The world-wide advertised campaign against Geronimo
was far from being a desperate, bloody warfare. On the
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contrary, it was little more than a relay-race on the part
of the troops - in which but few of them ever even saw
a hostile. The fighting force of the renegades was, comparatively, very small. General Crook commanded 3000
troops and 300 Indians scouts, and was opposed by fortytwo warriors. When General Miles assumed command of
the American forces he was opposed by twenty warriors.
The raiding parties of the hostiles were small - - i usually
from a half-dozen to a dozen. Likewise, the pursuing
troops were divided into small commands, and these, when
fatigued, were relieved by fresh troops whenever possible.
The hostiles simply had to keep on going. There was never
anything like a decisive engagement. The Apache scouts
- who ·always served as the faithful and efficient pathfinders and advance guard for the troops - occasionally
surprised a renegade camp and exchanged shots with the
hostiles, but the troops were seldom on the firing line. The
activities of the troops involved a maximum of trailing and
a minimum of "fighting. In the campaign under General
Miles the casualties among the soldiers totaled two - one
killed and one wounded. The casualties ·to the hostiles
were nil. The heavy mortality was among the citizens the non-combatants. General Crook says the "Bloody
Eleven" murdered thirty-eight citizens within four weeks.
General Miles says "during the year the hostile Indians had
killed 140 persons." If the term "persons" includes soldiers
and Indian scouts, these would represent a very small percentage of the total killed.
This situation furnished the drabbest sort of material
for the army of ambitious press agents. They craved the
stuff that reeked with the dramatic, romantic, heroic, picturesque, and spectacular, and so they pictured the gruelling marches, the burning sands, the blistering sun, the
rugged mountain trails, and the ferocious character of the
hostile Apache demons - whom only a very few of the
valiant pursuers ever had even ~- glimpse of. And thus
during the last four decades this host of romantic press
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agents and their successors have succeeded in broadcasting the impression that anyone in any way connected with
these military campaigns against Geronimo is, automatically, entitled to recognition as an Indian Pighter of heroic
proportions.
General Crook and General Miles each brought to Arizona a well earned an~ enviable military record, and it is
most regrettable that both of these records should have
been marred by fruitless endeavors to appear as a spectacular pseudo-hero in connection with the pursuit and subjugation of a small band of hostile Apaches under the renegade leadership of Geronimo. A similar ambiti(:m on the
part of younger officers would be readily understood. From
the close of the Civil War in 1865 until the beginning of the
war with Spain in 1898, the only opportunity for an army
officer to make an honest-to-goodness ''military record"
for himself was as "An Indian Fighter" - and, believe
me, they made the most of every such opportunity. It
would be highly entertaining to know how many promotions
and pensions have been dealt out by our gullible government as "rewards" for ''services in the campaigns against
Geronimo," - and the end is not yet reached. It is tr,ue that; occasionally, a command in pursuit of
the hostiles executed a "gruelling march," but what frontiersman has not done the same without pay, or hope
of promotion and pension? Moreover, if these troops· had
not been trailing Geronimo they would have been vegetating
at the Army Posts - with no "opportunities." On the·
trail they had fresh air and sunshine and healthful exercise - and opportunities - and friendly press agents to
exaggerate the "hardships," well knowing that every exaggeration was an added boost toward promotion.
Another thing. We have heard much of the "gruelling
marches" and "tests of endurance" by 'the troops on the
trail of Geronimo, - but listen ! A group of hikers are
engaged in a transcontinental marathon contest from Los
Angeles to New York. At this writing fifty-five contest-
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ants are still in the game. They are now in Pennsylvania,
73 days out from Los Angeles, and have walked 2900 miles.
This is an average of 40 miles per day for 73 consecutive
days - and they are still going strong. The remarkable
record established by these men on foot make the much
advertised "tests of endurance" performed by the mounted
troops look like "daily dozens" in a ki.ndergarten.
Frequently it has been asked why the citizens of Arizona submitted to this system of persistent protection and
perpetual pardoning of the Apache renegades? As a matter of fact, there were many vigorous - even violent protests, but these were utterly unavailing for the reason
that at that time General Crook had the authority and the
force "to manage the Apaches in his own way." In the
circumstances it is not surprising that the citizens should,
at times, become almost desperate.
At least once within my personal experience they
reached a state of mind that was positively dangerous when the thirst for revenge dethroned reason. As hereinbefore stated, I was living in Tombstone in May, 1885,
when Geronimo and his followers made their last break
from the reservation and fled past Tombstone into Mexico. Immediately following that outbreak there was intense excitement in and about Tombstone, and a deplorable
movement developed which had for its object the organization of a strong force of citizens who were to march forthwith to the San Carlos reservation and there slaughter
every Indian they met. It was not popular, nor altogether
safe, to oppose this movement; but I did, and on May 28,
1885, I published a signed article in the Tombstone Epitaph
calling attention to the fact that of the, approximately,
5000 Indians then on the San Carlos reservation, a large
majority had been on that reservation and at peace for
more than te_n years, while fully half of them had not been
on the war path for upwards of twenty years. I warned
my fellow citizens that the guilty parties were then "safe
from any attack that might be made upon the reservation";
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that the proper parties to attack were "the renegades, 'the
prisoners of war,' and those who had thus stupidly and
criminally allowed them their liberty." The following are
excerpts from my published statement:
It is most remarkable that these desperate renegades,
after being held as 'prisoners of war' for over a year, shouldsuddenly take the war-path better equipped than ever before.
I believe the majority of the Indians at San Carlos
are in no way connected with or responsible for our present
Indian troubles, and I as fully believe that the men - both
civil and military- who have thus repeatedly given Geronimo and his followers their liberty, knowing their desperate character and the murders they have committed,
are equally guilty ____, are accomplices before the fact - in
all the murders committed by these savage renegades who
could have been and should have been shot or hung six
years ago.
Arizona cannot afford to massacre 4,000 or 5,000 peaceably inclined Indians because white men, whose duty it
was to guard and punish renegades, have so shamelessly
failed in their duty.
2

The smallness or greatness and the fact that the human
family is often actuated by emotion rather than reason are
aptly illustrated by the manner in which the citizens of
Tucson, Arizona, expressed their appreciation of the services rendered by General Crook and General Miles in their
respective campaigns against Geronimo. After the return
of General Crook from Mexico in 1883, a public reception
and banquet was tendered him at Tucson in recognition
and honor of his "capture of Geronimo" and his desperate
gang. Again, on November 8, 1887, the citizens of Tucson
celebrated another and more recent "capture of Geronimo"
with a brilliant reception and banquet at which General
Miles was the guest .of honor, at the same_ time giving
2.

About a month after appearing in the Epitaph the statement above re•

!erred to as published in full in one of the local papers of Washington, D. C.
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further expression to their exuberance of gratitude and
kowtowitis by presenting the General with a Tiffany sword;
In his "Memoirs" General Miles admits .that the sword
was an exceedingly handsome one. In describing it he says:
1
"The Damascus blade, grip, and large India star sapphire
are the only parts of the sword and scabbard not made of
gold. Its beauty of design and most artistic workmanship
render it a treasure as well as a valuable work of art." .
"Geronimo's Story of his Life" is a blood-stained narrative. During at least a quarter of a century he was
.chiefly occupied with raids of murder and pillage. He had
a passion for killing and stealing, and his favorite pastime
was raiding in Mexico. For three decades these raids were
almost annual occurrences. He admits that some of these
expeditions were unsuccessful, and that he returned. from
one with "a very severe headache." Nevertheless, he was
always eager for another dash in Mexico, and the lure of
the blood-red trail evidently beckoned him to the end, for
at the close of a ·chapter on this subject he says: "I am ·old
and shall never go on the war-path again, but if .I were·
young, and followed the war-path, it would lead into Old
Mexico."
. Geron!m~ says his first visit to Mexico was in 1858,
with a band of Apaches under Chief. Mangus-Colorado
(killed at Apache Tejo, N. M., in 1883) for the purpose of
"trading." Their camp was attacked by Mexican troops
. who killed many of the Indians. Returning to camp, Geronimo found his mother; his wife, and his three small children among the dead. Thereupon he vowed a revenge that
was never satiated. No matter how many Mexicans were
killed by his raiding parties he was still eager to slay more.
He records one fight with two companies of Mexican troops
(about 1875) in which every trooper was killed. Again
"about 1880," their camp south of Casa Grande was attacked by twenty-four Mexican soldiers. The Indians numbered about forty warriors. All of the soldiers and twelve
·of the Indians were.killed. Sometimes the Indians suffered
17
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severe losses, and sometimes they carried home sufficient
plunder to last the entire tribe a year. If we believe Geronimo's own story, he delighted in the business of killing and
stealing - and persisted in that business. He had no other
occupation. He was many times a murderer and richly
deserved the hangman's noose.
The last time I saw Geronimo was at Mount Vernon
Barracks, Alabama, where I visited him in January, 1894.
At that time I was connected with the Post Office Department at Washington, D. C. Soon after my return to Washington after this visit to the camp of the Chiricahuas I
encountered a newspaper reporter in search of a story. That
interview was published in the Washington Evening Star
on January 29, 1894. Inasmuch as the details presented
·were the result of my personal observations I deem it worth
while to include in this story the following excerpts from
that interview:
Mr. John P. Clum,' of the Post Office Department, who
recently spent some time at the camp of the renegade
Apaches at Mount Vernon Barracks, Alabama, was in the
lobby of the Willard Hotel last night. To a reporter for
The Star, he said: "While I was down in Alabama I took
a day off and visited the Apaches, who are now held as
prisoners of war at Mount Vernon Barracks. Yes, I saw
Geronimo, but he was not in irons. He did not insist on
retaining the manacles which I presented him at Ojo Caliente. They· were taken off soon· after I left the agency in
'77. You know his subsequent history. He left the reservation two or three times on .raids. In 1881 and 1885 I was
with parties of citizens who followed his trail to the Mexican line. In 1886, he made his final stand and surrendered
to General Miles, when he and his entire band of renegades,
men, women, and children, were sent to Florida. Later
they were transferred to their present location in Alabama.
I have· always contended that the old renegade deserved
a much severer punishment than he received; but that is
another story, as Kipling would say.
"The mortality among these lndiar.s for a year or two
after their 'removal from Arizona was very great, and but
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little was done to better their condition until about three
years ago, when they were placed under the care of Captain
Wotherspoon of the regular army. It is· true that these
Indians are exiled Apache renegades, but it was Captain
.Wotherspoon's duty to receive them as prisoners of war of
a civilized nation, and his \Vise and humane management
of this little colony of red men and the beneficial results
already secured cannot be too highly commended. The
Indians have been located in a permanent can1p or settle- /
men£ on a ridge about half a mile west of the military post.
Seventy-five frame houses have been constructed, and each
Indian family is now provided with a comfortable home.
Each house is divided Into two rooms, in one of which is
a large cooking range, and in the other a comfortable fireplace. The furniture is plain, but suitable and sufficient.
"I was invited to inspect a number of the houses and
was surprised at the absolute cleanliness required of and
observed by these Indians. Every Saturday is house-cleaning day, and when the official inspection is made each Sunday morning there must not be found enough dust to soil
a white glove. The women do creditable laundry work,
and the bed linen and all the articles of wearing apparel·
are kept scrupulously clean. The Indians have adopted
the civilized style of dress, and the men have had their hair
cut short. I was told that the hair cutting was entirely
voluntary. In the matter o.f personal cleanliness all the
fndians are required to bathe at least once a week, and I
was informed that Nah-chee and one or two others of the
Indian soldiers take their daily bath with as much care, .
regularity, and evident satisfaction as the most exquisite
of the. famous '400.' This is certainly a marked contrast
with the wild wickie-up life of a renegade."
"By the way," said Mr. Clum, "there are some interesting pages in the history of this young chief N ah-chee.
His brother, Tah-zay, is buried here in the Congressional .
cemetery. Tah·-zay was here with me in 1876, and died of
pneumonia. Nah-chee shows a disposition to pulmonary
trouble. The father of these boys was Cochise, the stal-'
wart old warrior after whom Coch1se County in Arizona
is named.
·
"Company I of the 12th Infantry, U. S. A., has been
enlisted from these Indians, :which is commanded bv
Captain Wotherspoon, and Nah-chee is the first sergeant.
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The company quarters, mess hall, amusement room and
gymnasium. are located on the same ridge with the houses,
and form a part of the Indian village. Strict military
discipline is observed with this company and perfect order
and cleanliness was manifest. The company drills once
and sometimes twice daily, and is said to be proficient in
the manual of arms and company evolutions. All commands
are given in E;nglish. About once a week this Indian com-.
pany drills with the white troops· in battalion manouvers.
· "There is a guard house at the settlement, and all
refractory Indians are arrested by the Indian soldiers and
all prisoners are guarded by them~ Geronimo now occupies the position of alcalde, or justice of the peace, and
all cases of minor offences are tried before him. His decisions have given general satisfaction. He was sentenced
to six months ih the guard house, which is, I think, about
as long a time as the· old man ·was ever in confinement himself at any one time. There is a good school adjacent to
the settlement, under the direction of two efficient teachers,
where all children are afforded the advantages of an English education. , About fifty of the children from this colony
are now at the Carlisle school.
. "These Indian prisoners of war axe virtually on parole.
They are not confined or guarded, and are allowed to come
and go when and where they please, provided only that
their conduct is proper. As I have said before, discipline
is enforced' by the Indians themselves. The men are allowed to work out by th~ day whenever they can find employment, and some of the women do washing for the
soldiers.
·
· "The Indian soldiers, of course, get the pay and allowances of regulars. Many of the women do bead and
basket work, and old Geronimo picks up many a dollar by
selling pictures of himself and small bows and arrows,
which he embellishes with his name. He presented me with
one of these bows, duly autographed, and two small arrows,
but these lacked the keen-edged tip formerly used by the
:Apaches on the old Arizona trails. This diminutive set of
toy weapons was tendered as a good.will offering by Geronimo, the justice of the peace, and was in decided contrast
with the scene at Ojo Caliente, seventeen years ago, when
I wrenched that deadly needle-gun from the grasp of Geronimo, the renegade.
·
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"Several other Indian chiefs~ well known in Arizona
'and New Mexico, are at Mount Vernon. Among these are
Nan-nay, now almost blind, and Chihuahua, who is badly
shot up about the arms, and who is recognized as the dude
and politician of the camp.
"The more recent acquisitions of the colony are Captain
Chiquito and my old friend Es-kim-in-zin, whose history is
as interesting as it is sad. I may tell you about him at
some other time. I believe that Es-kim-in-zin is held a
prisoner of war under a misapprehension of the facts, and
I am satisfied that Captain Wotherspoon shares this opinion with me. Es-kim-in-zin now has charge of the Indians' gardens, and their thrifty condition reflects on his
· intelligence and industry.
.
"The future of this Indian colony is a matter of much interest. The children who came with the renegades eight
years ago are now young men and women, and· many children have been born since. They have no possessions, no
responsibilities, no obligations, excepting that of orderly
personal conduct. This isn't a satisfactory or desirable
condition. They ask for farms in order that they may apply
themselves and acquire possessions and independence. Some
step of this kind should be taken. The transgressions of
the fathers should not be visited upon the. children. The
Apaches are mountain Indians, and they do not like that
forest section of Alabama where they can see only in one
direction, and that is straight up.' "
After being held about five years at Mout:~t Vernon
Barracks, the. Chiricahuas were removed to Fort Sill, Oklahoma, where they were permanently established; given reaeonable allotments' of land, and otherwise suitably provided
for.
In the meantime the name and general character of ,
Geronimo had become so well known throughout the coun·,try that he was regarded as a most valuable asset as an
attraction at prominent public affairs where efforts were
made to secure the largest attendance possible. With this
worthy object in view he was taken to the Trans-Mississippi
and International Exposition at Omaha in 18~8; to the
Pan-American Exposition at Buffalo in 1901, and to the
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St. Louis. World's Fair in-1904, and the fact that the notoriex-renegade Apache chief would appear as a special exhibit at those expositions was widely advertised in advance,
as well as during the periods when those -respective ex..:
positions were in progress. The morbid public, having been
duly advised of the presence of this extraordinary attraction were eager to see the genial representative of many
a blood-red trail, shake hands with him, talk to him, and to
purchase his photograph, or his autograph -· or whatever
souvenirs of a renegade character the cunning old rascal
might have for sale. Geronimo, being thrifty, smiled benignly as the silver coins flowed into his ample wallet, and,
being human, was greatly pleased. and .flattered by the attention shown him - and regarded his visits to these expositions as pretty soft assignments for a prisoner of war.
In the absence of definite information relative to the
persistent assertion that Geronimo had served a term as
"scout" in the regular army during the period he was detained by the government as a prisoner of war, the following interrogation was sent to the War Department: "Was
Geronimo, Apache Indian, carried on the,.pay rolls of the
War Department as a 'scout' at any time' after being sent
out of Arizona?" Under date of Washington, D. C., June
25, 1926, Adjutant General Robert C. Davis sent the following reply:

(JUS

Nothing is found to show expressly that the Apache
Chief Geronimo was ever on the pay roll of the army, but
it seems probable that he was enlisted and paid as an army
. scout at Fort Sill, I. T., between June 11, 1897, and June
10, 1900. He was sent from Mt. Vernon Barracks to Fort
Sill, where he remained until his death. The records show
that one Geronimo, born in Arizona, age 63, was enlisted
at Fort Sill, I. T., June 11, 1897, as an Indian scout, to
serve three years, and was discharged there June 10, 1900. /
Geronimo, the Apache chief, died at Fort Sill February 17,
1909.
.
'
The average American citizen will . a~cept the above
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statement as showing "expressly" that for three years during the period Geronimo was held as a prisoner of war he
enjoyed the rank, pay, and emoluments of a "scout" in the
regular army. There was no other "Geronimo" in the list
of Apaches detained at Fort Sill, and "Geronimo, born in
Arizona, age 63," is a description that exactly fits Geronimo
- the renegade, alias Geronimo - the prisoner of war,
alias Geronimo - the IndiaiJ. scout.
Recently I requested the adjutant general to advise me
as to the pay received and the duties performed by Geronimo during the three years he served. his country as an
Indian scout. Under date of Washington, D. C., February
17, 1928, Adjutant General Lutz Wahl replied as follows:
Geronimo, the Apache leader, while interned at Fort
Sill, Indian Territory, was enlisted there in the U. S. Army
as an Indian scout. He held the rank of private during' his
service . . . . Indian scouts received the pay and allowances of cavalry soldiers. . . . Eleven other Indians were
enlisted there as scouts at the same time. . . . The enlistment of Indians as scouts (soldiers) was authorized by
Section 6 of an Act of Congress approved July 28, 1866.
Nothing is known here of any particular duties performed by Geronimo while he was an enlisted scout. He
probably performed no regular duties. He was at the
Omaha Exposition from September 9 to October 30, 1898.
It is interesting to note that General Wahl has elimin-

ated such harsh designations as "renegade," "hostile" or
"prisoner of war" and mildly states that "Geronimo, ·the
Apache leader, while interned at Fort Sill, was enlisted in
the U. S. Army as an Indian scout;" that he held the rank
and received the pay and allowances of a cavalry soldier;
that he probably performed no regular duties, and that during the period he was serving as a "scout" (and interned
at Fort Sill) he was permitted to spend nearly two months
at the Omaha. Exposition.
·
.
While in Arizona, · Geronimo was restricted to the
spectacular dual role of renegade and prisoner of war, but
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at Mt. Vernon Barracks and at Fort Sill he was advanced
to a triple role in the great drama, he having acted as justice
of the peace at the former camp, and a scout at Fort Sill.
In this connection I cannot resist comparing the favors
shown Geronimo with the absolute neglect that has been
the lot of Tau-el-cly-ee, that faithful and effiCient member
of the San Carlos Police Force. On December 22, 1875,
Dis-a-lin, a prominent young chief, ran amuck at the San
Carlos agency in a frenzied attempt to kill the agent, the
chief clerk, and the chief of police. Although related to
the young chief; Tau-el-cly-ee promptly shot and killed Disa-lin. In June, 1876, Tau-el-cly-:ee was designated sergeant
of the company of Apache Police. that accompanied me to
Apache Pass in connection with the removal of the Chiricahuas. There, with twenty men he captured the murderer
Pi-on-se-nay and brought him in to the agency, and later
acted as special guard while conveying Pi-on-se-nay en route
to Tucson - until the prisoner was transferred to the
custody of the deputy sheriffs of Pima county. These are
examples of his loyal and efficient services. Nevertheless,
for years, he has wandered about the mining camps of Globe
and Miami, old, decrepit, almost blind - an object of
charity. On several occasions I have contributed funds for
the relief of Tau-el-cly-ee. He was denied a pension because he was never enrolled in the army. How easy it would
have been to remedy this situation by enlisting Tau-el-cly-ee
as an "Indian sco.ut" - a Ia Geronimo. The "pay and allowances of a cavalry soldier" would have taken ca.re of
him handsomely for three years - and thereafter he would
have been eligible for a pension.
Geronimo never betrayed a penchant for hard labor
but he did develop a remarkable aptitude for intercepting
the nimble dollar. Down at Mount Vernon Barracks, soon
after he had decided that the pen is mightierthat the needlegun, he learned. to print his name - using· only capital
letters. When I visited Mount Vernon in 1894 I found the .
wily Apache "justice of the peace" had established a fairly
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lucrative business as a commercial publicity agent. He
made small bows with two arrows. On the bow he placed
his autograph. He also had autographed photographs of
himself. Visitors to the barracks and travelers at the railway station-were given frequent opportunities to purchase
either or both of .these autographed articles. Gerou.imo
said that business was not too bad. He was acting as his
own. publicity agent and allowing the public to pay for it.
Thereafter· Geronim9 always had a ~upply of autographed
photographs to exchange for silver coins. I have been told
he would sell the buttons from his coat, or sell his hat for
silver coins. I don't blame him. I would do the same.
Mr. Burbank paid hirri to sit for his portrait, and h~ told
Mr. Barrett he would tell him the story of his life if he
(Barrett) wou_ld pay him. The three years during which
he drew the pay and allowances of a cavalry soldier, with
no regular duties to perform, added much to his peace and
prosperity, while, at the same time, his new rank and uniform as "Indian scout'' served as a boost to the autograph
and photograph business. But the peak of his business
opportunities were the periods he was permitted to spend
at the Omaha, Buffalo, and St. Louis Expositions. His
presence at these big shows had been widely advertised,
and· the dear people wanted to see him, and to talk with
him, and to trade with him- and Geronimo never neglected
his own business. He says in his book that at first he did
not want to go to the St. Louis World's Fair, but when assured that· he would· "receive good attention and protection"
he consented; that permission was obtained from the President, and that he remained six months at the Fair in charge
. of representatives of the Indian Department.
;
Regarding his personal business at the Fair Geronimo'
says: "I· sold my photographs for twenty-five cents; and
was allowed to keep ten cents of this for myself. I also
wrote my name for ten, fifteen, or twenty-five cents, as
the case might be, and kept all of that money . . . . when
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I returned I had plenty of money - more than I had ever
owned before."
.
Unfortunately, I have not been able to obtain any
authentic .statement as to the revenue Geronimo received
in royalties or otherwise from the publication of his book,
but enough has been presented to indicate that this noted
Apache leader was fairly successful from a business standpoint, notwithstanding the handicap under which he labored
owing to his status as a "prisoner of war."
A number of excellent portraits of Geronimo have been
painted by Mr. E. A. Burbank, an artist of rare ability. ·
Mr. Burbank spent considerable time at Fort Sill and arranged with the noted Apache chief for several sittings.
In compensation for sittings for the first two portraits
Mr. Burbank says he gave Geronimo five dollars; a chair,
and a sack of grain, and subsequently he paid him five
dollars for each, sitting of six hours. The artist and his
Apache subject became great. friends, and Mr: Burbank
tells me that Geronimo was always genial, courteous, and
frank in his manner, kind to his family, a.nd that he met
every appointment with exact promptness. And, as a matter of fact, I recognize that Mr. Burbank discovered in
Geronimo
traits that
are characteristic of the Apache race.
I
.
The most spectacular exhibition of Geronimo was his
appearance in the military parade on the occasion of the
inauguration of Theodore Roosevelt as President of the
· United States. The date was March 4, 1905. Through a
singular coincidence, my son, Woodworth (born in Tucson,
Arizona, the year after my capture of Geronimo in 1877)
was a member of the general inaugural committee and
chairman of the sub-committee on publicity, and Colonel
Roosevelt's request that Geronimo should appear in the inaugural parade was made to him. The President's request
was complied with. Five former noted renegade chiefs
were brought to Washington, a Sioux, a Comanche, a Ute,
a Blackfoot and an Apache. All dolled up in genuine dimenovel Indian toggery, including buckskins, war-paint, and
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feathers, each carrying the weapon of his choice, and
mounted on prancing steeds, liberally draped and festooned
according to the several asserted fashions of the respective
tribes exhibited, these five representatives of the bad actors
on many a blood-stained western trail, proudly rode abreast
up Pennsylvania A venue in front of a battalion of cadets
from the Carlisle Indian School, thus forming a conspicuous
section of the imposing inaugural parade.
Colonel Roosevelt suggested that these old relics of the
wild and woolly war-path in contrast with the battalion of
Indian cadets would indicate the progress the red man had
made in the preceding. quarter century, but the rough
rider's well known penchant for the spectacular doubtless
inspired the invitation. These heap-big war chiefs thoroughly enjoyed the distinguished honor paid them, as well as
the marked interest evinced by the vast inauguration
throngs, and were glad to express their appreciation and
approval of the fact that the sovereign· American people.
had chosen Colonel Roosevelt to succeed himself as the
"Great White Father" at Washington.
Geronimo, who had by no means lost his cunning,
availed himself of this opportunity to appeal in person to
his host, the President of the United States, for a pardon,
or parole, and permission to return to his old, familiar
hunting grounds in Arizona. The exact phraseology of
"'I:eddy's" diplomatic refusal to accede to the pathetic appeal of the ex-renegade Apache chief is not immediately
;' ~vailable for convenient quotation in this narrative.
And thus it transpired that Geronimo was destined to
live out the remainder of his days on the land allotted to
him at Fort Sill. He is asserted to have dictated an autobiography which was published in book form. He died at
Fort Sill, Oklahoma, February 17, 1909. Following are
some of the press despatches announcing his death.
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INDIAN CHIEF DIES AFTER BEING PRISONER
TWENTY-TWO YEARS

Fort Sill, Okla., February 17, 1909. - After twentytwo years a prisoner of war, Geronimo, the Apache chieftain, died at the Military hospital of pneumonia today. He
was 86 years of age and had been critically ill forty-eight
hours. His wife and three children - Lola, who lives in
Omaha, and Eva and Robert, now attending the Chilocco
Indian School - survive.
Geronimo and his band surrendered to Gen. Nelson
A. Miles at Skeleton Canyon, Arizona, September 3, 1886,
after a long chase, during which the Indians massacred
scores of whites and led the United States regulars from
the San Carlos agency, in Arizona, where the outrages began, to the Mexican line.
After being taken prisoner of war, the chieftain was
sent to Fort Pickens, Florida. He was afterwards transferred to Mount Vernon Barracks, Alabama, and later to
Fort Sill, where he remained until his death. During his
term he was permitted to visit Omaha, the Pan-American
Exposition and the St. Louis World's Fair. Four years
ago the Apaches, after many councils, by ballot elected
Asa, son of Whoa, and friend and official interpreter of
Geronimo, to succeed the once honored leader as chief.
Geronimo at that time was believed to be too aged and feeble
to stand the strain that was constantly required.
He will be buried on the reservation here, with Christian rites. All of the 267 Apaches held here will be permitted to attend the funeral.·
GERONIMO DEAD FROM PNEUMONIA
.~-lged

Chieftain Dies at Fort Sill After an Illness
of a Couple of Days
Lawton, Okla., February 17, 1909. -After an illness
of little more than two days, Geronimo, war chief of the
Chiricahua Apaches, for years the terror of Mexican and
white.settlers throughout the entire southwest, prisoner of
war since 1886, when he surrendered to General 1\liles in
Skeleton Canyon, Arizona, died at 5 :45 A. M. today in the
Military Hospital at Fort Sill from pneumonia.
Firm in the faith of his tribesmen, having about two
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years ago renounced the Christian religion, which was
espoused two years before when near death from accident,
determined in character as when in his prime, the old
chieftain stayed death much longer than expected awaiting
the arrival of his two children, Eva, seventeen,and Robert,
nineteen, who were in school at Chilocco, but, disappointed
when they failed to come last night, he died this morning
apparently without pain~ He will be buried tomorrow after·noon in the Indian cemetery, near Fort Sill, with Christian
rites. "
His tribesmen, wild with grief, moaning and weeping,
all day have filed into the room where his body lies, weeping and praying to the Great Spirit. His only surviving
wife, Niya, is prostrated, and upon learning of his death
attempted to kill his favorite horse that. its spirit might
go with that of its master, but the Indians prevented her.
Geronimo was probably eighty years old. Twenty-five
years ago his reputation in Arizona was that of a fiend in
human form, and for ten years before that his name had
been dread word among settlers and ranchmen.
, Geronimo became chief of the Chiricahua Apaches in
1874 on the death of Chief Cochise, under whose leadership
the Chiricahua Apaches had distinguished themselves for
wholesale rapine and plunder.
Geronimo was one of the few Indians accounted by
United States soldiers as possessing real military genius.
He was pursued steadily by troops for fifteen years, and
was captured finally because he permitted himself to be,
believing that he would be turned loose again on promising good behaviour.·
'·
General Crook fought him for ten years and finally captured him. He agreed to reform fl,nd the government put
him back on his reservation. He broke loose again in 1885
and with a band of warriors committed many atrocities.
General Miles was then sent to get him, and, with the assistance of Colonel (later General) Lawton, did so in 1886.

a

GERONIMO LAID IN GRAVE

Old Indian Chief Buried at Fort SilL Goes to the
Happy Hunting Grounds According to Abridged
Apache Rites
Lawton, Okla., February 18, 1909. -

Geronimo, the
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old Indian war chief, who died at Fort Sill yesterday, was
buried today in the Apache burying ground northeast of
the army post. The Rev. L. L. Legters, the Indian missionary, conducted the services, which were as similar to the
Apache system of burial as the clergyman thought proper.
War Department officials had set aside today as a
holiday for the Apache prisoners of war at Fort Sill, and
the 200 warriors joined in the slow procession that carried
the body of their old leader to the grave.
It was only by great effort that Geronimo's widow was
kept yesterday from killing the old warrior's sorrel driving
horse, his favorite, so that it might pass on with him to
the happy hunting grounds.
Geronimo died in the faith of his fore-fathers, which
knew no white man's god. The sun was his conception
of deity. .Four years ago, when Geronimo feared that the
injuries received in a fall from his horse would prove fatal,
he joined the Reformed Church. He was suspended from
the church two years later because of excessive drinking,
gambling and other infractions of church rules. ·
Asa Dukluge, who has been acting of the Apaches in
all their· dealings with the government, will likely succeed
Geronimo: Dukludge is the last of the hereditary chiefs
of the Chiricahua branch of the Apaches to which Geronimo
belonged.
The announcement that funeral services conducted by
Rev. L. L. Legters, the Indian missionary, "were as similar
to the Apache system of burial as the clergyman thought
proper" doubtless was a creation emanating from the romantic imagination of the reporter. The Apaches were
very secretive in the matter of their burial rites, so much
so that I never witnessed the burial of a single Apache while
. I was their agent - except that of Tah-zay in the Congressional Cemetery at Washington, D. C., and an Apache
never· voluntarily mentioned the name of a deceased relative.
Geronimo was a dominating character. He possessed
courage, intuition, determination, initiative, and executive
ability to a marked degree, and he was an adept in the ef-.
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fective use of stratagen, as well as the fine art of diplomacy.
These rare qualifications plus physical strength and endurance coupled with a restive, insubordinate disposition enabled him to achieve extraordinary success along certain
chosen lines in the face of seemingly overwhelming odds.
He was born a nomadic savage in· an arid, austere,.
mountainous country sparsely inhabited by roving bands of
the Apache. race. As an infant he was warmed by the sun,
rocked by the winds, and sheltered by the trees. ·His nursery was the wide, open spaces of rugged Nature, and here,
as intelligence dawned and understanding developed, he
listened to stirring tales of the pleasures of the chase· and
the glories of the war-path. Very soon, as he grew in
statue and strength, he demonstrated his fitness for leadership by organizing the little Apache boys with. whom he played into a band of make-believe raiders and inspired
them to imitate feats of war. Therefore we are not surprised at his delight 'when, as a mere youth still in his
"teens," the wise men ignored the custom of the tribe by
admitting him to the councils of the braves and the activities of the war-path.
Geronimo descended from an ancestry of warriors. H.is
grandfather was renowned for the vigor and success of
his raids against the Mexicans. His first active experience
on the war-path was under the capable leadership of Mangus Colorado, but he proved such an apt pupil that very
soon. he was organizing and leading his own raiding parties. Mexico was his principal field of operations. He acquired a bitter hatred for the Mexicans and for three decades he raid.ed their territory almost ·annually. Thus,
raiding becaine his occupation, and murder and pillage his
habit. The reverses he met with only increased his bitterness· and quickened his zeal. His environment and experience evolved for him a harsh code of ethics which, to himself, fully justified his ruthless deeds of plunder and bloodshed. His greateilt concern was that the particular raid
in which he was engaged should be successful - and that
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success was usually measured by the number killed and the
amount and value of the booty secured.
This is a picture of the Geronimo whom I met for the
first time at Apache Pass on June 8, 1876. This picture is,
largely, painted by himself in his story of his life. Never before having heard of Geronimo, I knew nothing of his history, and could learn very little at that time. Prior to this
meeting with me his passion for raiding had been praticalIy unrestrained. Having indulged in these savage forays
for a quarter century, the activities of the war-path had
become his business and the cruel scenes of the blood-red
trail his divertisement. In these circumstances it is not
altogether surprising that when our government sought
to restrain his lawlessness and halt his depredations he
resented this action as an interference with his natural
rights, and he promptly defied the United States by fleeing
into
Mexico.
.
.
Not many months later we find him hob-nobbing with
his friend, Victorio, at the Ojo Caliente agency in New Mexico- 'and actually drawing rations at that agency. Then
came his second meeting with me at Ojo Caliente on April
21, 1877. Our stratagem deceived him .. He walked into
our trap .:..._ and into the guard-house IN CHAINS I can
now appreciate his chagrin and humiliation at thus fin~
ing himself a shackled prisoner. He reasoned that he "did
not belong" to us and therefore his arrest was unjust.
Doubtless he was sincere in this judgment. But he was a·
sport, and having surrendered in such abrupt fashion that
the very important matter of ''terms" could not e~en be
hinted at, he become a most tractable prisoner and did not
give his guards the slightest inconvenience during the long
trek from Ojo Caliente to San Carlos.
After a few months, his tact and diplomacy won for
him a parole from his chains and the guardhouse at San
Carlos. Soon he regaled himself with one of his habitual
annual outings into Mexico, and then returned to San Carlos. In the fall of 1881 he again left the reservation with
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a large following- included Nah-chee and his band. From
that time until he was sent to Florida in the·fallof 1886, his
dealings were largely with the military. He defied the
United States and Mexico. H~ fought the armies of both
nations - and· s1,1r:vived that stupendous ordeal unscathed.
He surrendered three times during this period, - twice to
General Crook and once to General Miles, but always the
time and place and terms were dictated by himself. The
conditions of his first surrender to General Crook (in
1883) allowed him to return to the reservation · for
a rest period of more than a year. While thus recuperating from his strenuous life in Mexico fighting the troops
of two nations, he was afforded opportunity to look after
the. very important matter of his. equipment - modern
rifles and an ample supply of ammunition. The period of
rest and preparedness being over, Geronimo and Nah-chee
at the head of a large band of "Chiricahua prisoners escaped
from the reservation on May 17, 1885,'~ and hit the trail
for Mexico for another outing of murder and pillage. But
now the raiding· arena had been extended to include the
territory of the United States, and Geronimo justified his
·raids into American territory on the grounds that the
United States troops were fighting him in Mexico.
Geronimo's second surrender to General Crook on
Marc~ 28, 1886, endured for two days and a night,. and
then he and the Chiricahua prisoners with him "escaped to
the hills." ·
Now enters General Miles. It was reported that Geronfmo had made overtures of surrender to General Crook.
in March, 1886, · b'ecaus<e his band were worn out and .his.•
supply of food and ammunition exhausted._ Nevertheless,
Geronimo was able to fight the troops under Miles and the
Mexican troops from April until September, 1886. And
then, on September 3, 1885, at Skeleton Canyon, Geronimo
told General Miles that he (Geronimo) would die fighting
unless the terms of surrender were to his liking.
18
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And we learn froni a combination of Official records
and Getohinib's statement and the subsequent history of
the hostiles; that General Miles made haste to promise
Geronimo that his life and ·the lives of all of his people
would be spared; that the government would protect and
provide for them; that they would be. given lands and homes
and stock and implements, etc., and that Geronimo, him'"
self, would not be 'required to do any work as long as he.
lived. Thus it is obvious that the only punishment inflicted
upon Geronimo was exile from the mountains and trails
he loved sq well -'- and the consequent enforced abandon"'ment Of his annual outings for pillage and 'murder in
.
Mexico.
Having accepted exile, Geronimo abandoned his for""
mer harsh weapons of stratagem ·and force and substituted
in their stead the more genteel qualities of tact and diplo""
tnacy. It was the exerCise of these qualities throug·h the
inedinm of his strong persoliality that enabled him, through'"
otit tfie 'period 6f his internment as a prisoner of war; to
obtain for himself many favors and adv~mtages •. His office Of justice of the peace at Mount Vernon Barracks not
only gave him a degree of authority, but also a modicum
of dignity ahd responsibility. At Fort Sill, he manoeuvered
himself into the position Of. ah "Indian scout" -(actually
a soldier ih the. regular army) which entitled him to wear
the uniform and draw the pay and allowances of ·a cavalry
soldier. His record as a ·r·uthless renegade ahd. his conduct
as ah i'nterned p'risoher of war made it possible for him ·
to eftjoy the exceptional advantages of spenaing petiods
varying from two to six months at the Omaha and Buffalo
Exp'ositions and the St. Louis World's Fait. These results
prove that his tact and diplomacy served him well.
Geronimo deClared mb're than on·ce that ·no one could
kill him, and it is by no means improbable that he believed
this to be true. It can'not be doubted that he flirted .with
death many times during the pecades when he was persis-
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tently and aggressively active as a ruthless raider and desperate outlaw, and it is easily possible that as, time after
time, the grim reaper missed hiin by the narrowest of mariins, he may have become convinced in his own mind that
the Fates .had decreed that he was not born to be killed.
And I ha\·e often thought that during the period he
was fighting two armies in Mexico Geronimo vvas obsessed
with another conviction, - viz: - that he. was the sole
arbiter of the question as to when he should rest on the
reservation and when he should revel on the war-path.
Certain it is that his success in dictating his own terms
.would justify that conviction.
Geronimo's last appearance in public - and the most
spectacular exhibition in his remarkable career- occurred
at Washington, D. C., on March 4, 1905, when, at the special
request of the president of the United States, he and four
other ex-renegade Indian war-chiefs, all duly striped and
smeared and caparisoned, constituted a unique and conspicuous feature of the presidential inaugural parade as it
moved with martial tread along that world-famed boulevard
of the nation's capital - Pennsylvania Avenue!
Truly it may be said that, throughout his eventful
career, Geronimo overcame and achieved in a masterful
manner.
When I arrested Geronimo in 1877 and conveyed him
500 miles in shackles, my official report of the affair was
contained in a single paragraph, and at the inception of
this story I had no thought that it would extend itself to
such length. However, when we reflect that these details
involve events running through nearly half a century of
.frontier history, and are concerned with many characters
of ·more or less prominence, it may be considered that the
narrative is well worth the space herein allotted to it.
The leniency extended to Geronimo by General Crook
and. General Miles is, to me, inexplicable, and yet so far
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as these two military commanders are concerned I entertai:r;I
only feeling's of sincere regret. . My deeper and stronger
sentiments have ever gone out to the great mass of the
Apaches who, in one way or another, have always paid the
bitter penalties which should have been assessed against
Geronimo, that professional renegade, arid other Indians
of similar desperate character, as well as those in authority
responsible for faulty management.
Three of the leading actors in this prolonged tragedy
of misfortune, treachery and bloodshed have crossed the
Great Divide. General George Crook and General Nelson
A. Miles are sleeping their last, long sleep within monumented tombs amid the nation's honored dead in that great
cemetery on the brow of Arlington, Virginia, and, as I was
informed by an army officer stationed at Fort Sill, Oklahoma, the mortal remains of Geronimo lie hidden there IN AN UNMARKED GRAVE.

